
 

Boys of Summer Baseball Pre-game/practice Warm Up Routine 
 
 

*The purpose of this pre-game/practice routine is to get a player both physically and mentally ready for 

the upcoming game or practice. It is based on human physiological characteristics and is tailored 

specifically toward preparing a baseball player for all of the demands and sport specific movements 

within their sport. It takes about 30 minutes to complete, so plan accordingly. DO NOT JUST SHOW UP 

AND IMMEDIATELY BEGIN TO THROW/PLAY CATCH, YOU MUST GET YOUR BODY READY 

AND WARMED UP FIRST BEFORE YOU BEGIN TO THROW!! 
 

1. Jog (lightly) for 10 minutes:  General Body Warm-up. 

2. Dynamic Warm-Up and Stretches: This is your stretching part of the workout (see below) 

Dynamic Warm-up/Stretches (done for 20 yards, each is down and back) 

 Skips with arm circles  

 High Knees 

 Butt Kicks 

 Carioca w/ high knee crossover 

 Side Shuffle with arm crossover 

 Forward Lunges 

 Build Up Sprints 6 x 20 yards (up to 90% max speed) 

Static Stretches (Ground based or standing stretches) 

 Sitting Hurdler hamstring stretch (2 x 20 seconds each leg) 

 Butterfly stretch (2 x 20 seconds) 

 Lying on side quad stretch (2 x 20s each leg) 

 Kneeling hip flexor stretch (2 x 20s each leg) 

 Iron crosses (toe to opposite hand w/ leg str8) (2 x 20 reps) 

 Scorpions (lay on stomach, bring foot up to opposite hand) (2 x 20 reps) 

 Sitting back twist stretch (sitting up, bend one leg and cross over other, use leg for leverage and twist 

back in the other direction to stretch your side and back) 

 Standing shoulder stretch (bring arm across body and stretch side/back of shoulder) (2 x 20s) 

 Overhead triceps stretch (bend elbow and bring arm overhead and back (as if you were trying to scratch 

your back going over your shoulder) (2 x 20s) 

      3. Shoulder can workout (use a 1 or 2 pound weight, or just use your glove w/ a ball in it) 

*This shoulder workout is only to be done with your throwing arm 

 Arm circles: 30s down, 30s out to sides, 30s above head 

 Raises: 30s front, 30s side, 30s back (full range of motion) 

 Internal rotation: elbow bent at side rotate inward 30s, and arm straight out rotate in and stretch 30s 

 Horizontal internal rotation: Arm up in throwing position with elbow bent, rotate 30s 

 Shoulder Press: press straight up above head 30s 

 Tricep extension: hold above head with elbow bent, extend arm 30s 

 Diagonal Shoulder Raise (thumb faces down toward your leg) raise up diagonally all the way (this is a 

raise that is between frontal and side 

      4. Grab a partner and begin to throw. Start about 30 feet apart and as you get loose, spread 

out as far as what is comfortable for you to throw (should get out to at least 100 feet minimum). 

Review 

1. Jog 

2. Dynamic Warm-up and stretch 

3. Shoulder Can workout 

4. Begin to throw/play catch. 


